Vaccination$

oles

Vaccinations work, but vaccines have to be stored correctly and given to
an animal which can gain the necessary immunity

by RAY REYNEN, DVM

HtY Doc, "The calves just
broke rvith IBR but

I bought

them ar a pre-vaccinated sale."

Hey Doc,

"l

thought this

scour vaccine stuff was going to

fix all my scour problems!"

most vaccines is store between Z

-

7C,

avoid from freezing and for some, srore
in the dark.
Simple yes, but when is the lasr time
any of us checked our fridge's rempera-

5Ornl vial or ro 10C after 35 minures in

a

100m1

vial u'hen piaced ar room

temperature.

So, rf

it

is a rvarm day lvhen we are

processing our herd (i.e.: above 20C)

our vaccines will leave their

These comments and many

ture. To check properly we must check
on the shelves and in the door and

like them are not uncommon

multiple times throughout rhe day as

minutes.

lr'hen dealing rvith some disease

all fridges have a cyclical fluctuarion in

outbreak. Quite often we forget
that there is a big difference be.

temperature.

ideal

storage temperature only after 20 to 35
Fol lorr

ing adrninistrarion irrsrrucrion

again may seem real straightforward;
hou'er.'er, it is easy to do inappropriately.

ru'een injecting an animal with a

\7ork done by Dr. Neil Anderson,
OMAFRA Veterinary Scientist and

Were all boosters given, if needed? Was

vaccine and properly immunizing

Thmara Keeley, Research Assisranr,

tire proper dosage injected?

against an infectious disease. To

few years ago showed a

properly immunize a cow or calf

variation in cooling abilities of fridges.

we must ensure that we:

Four fridges were tesred and only two
maintained a safe storage range for

f

Handle the vaccines

I

Was it injected by the proper rourel
(i.e.: intramuscular vs. subcutaneous vs.

inrranasal). Was the scour vaccine

instruction properly',

vaccines for a whole day. Generally the
doors were warmer than the shelves;
however, the shelves achieved freezing

inject into

temperatures occasionally.

soon enough after calving?

lbllo\\' rhe administration
a

healthy

animal, and

I

marked

given the appropriate time before rhe
expected calving? PS Scour vaccines
only make the colostrums stronger, so
did the calf receive enough coiostrum

qnnrnn.iqtolrt

I

a

Leaving the fridge door open 1-1/Z

Was the calf that was vaccinated oid

use an appropriate vaccine

minutes did not affect shelf rempera-

for the disease chalienged

ture significantly; however, the temperature on the door increased 10C and

enough (i.e.: 6 months) ro properly
respond to the vaccine? Vaccinating
under 6 months of age is a common

expected.

Handling vaccines appropnately may seem rather simple keep refrigerated unrii needed;
horvever, the

2ooi

fu/

full version for

took 15 minutes to retum to normal.
More n'ork done b}, Neil Anderson,
DVM er al shori'ed thar fridgerated
u,ater rose to 10C after 20 minutes in a

The +witer is a ueterinaian utith
Li s to w el V e terinar

t

Clinic

Vaccinations
problem with light weight beef calves.
The 6-month age is important to ensure

that maternal colostrol protection

has

subsided enough.

For exarnple,

if

If the calf was vaccinared two and
four weeks before the sale, both
injections were given before the
coiostrol protecrion had subsided

roughly double the efficacy for fetai
lrotection vs. killed vaccines.
Some of the modified live vaccines
on the market have a near perfect

enough. If the calves were gaining well
and given killed vaccine, a 500 lb beef

efficacy

u'e get a group of
calves vaccinated ivith a killed vaccine
(appropriately boostered) at 450 lbs.

calf could be too young to be properly

they were probably roo young

After being born the
cattle should be vaccinated at 6

protected.

months and just before every breeding

to

respond to the vaccine.

Thus we cornmoniy do it, but
vaccinating ligl-rr weight calves

To explain this, please follow the math:

does

not properly foilow the administration
protocols for most vaccines.

I
I

calf bom at 90 lbs.
calf needs to be six monrhs old ro
ensure responding to killed vaccines

I

calf at iB0 days old, gaining 2.0
lbs./day (below average gain)

I

thus, a calf at 180 days (6 months)

will weigh:
90+ (180 x 2.0)
90+ 369
=450

The cattle need ro be old enough to
respond but the cattle need ro be
healthy as well. Cows or calves need
to be fed properly to respond properly.

Cattle need ro be receiving

an

appropriate ration with proper mineral
supplementation to respond properly
to the vaccine.
Lastly, we need to use the appropriate vaccine for appropriate challenge.

Again this is simple but...

For

example, if we are dealing with BVD
we need to start our vaccinarion
program properly before the calf/cow

for fetal protection in

a

research setting.

season.

This sounds nice but does it workl
Yes, data supplied by Dr. Rob Bell,
Pfizer Animal Health shows thar
feedlot calves (5,386 head) that were
from herds with complete pre.breeding modified live vaccination program

had morbidiry rate of B.2o/o and a
mortality of 0.5o/o versus calves
(

2, i

89) head that were

jusr

prevaccinated (no herd program) that

had a morbidity rate of 20.5% and a
mortality rate of 0.87o. Each disease
we are vaccinating for can have proto-

col that best makes them match the
disease challenge. Each vaccine
program for each herd needs to be
tailor made to the disease challenge

is even an embryo in her mother. Our
best approach to BVD is to prevenr
the carrier state, rhe Pi (persistently
infected) animal.

check that we are following the proper

This is best done by using

protocols to handle, administer and

a

modified live vaccine before the cow
is bred. Modified live vaccines have

on each particular farm.
So, the next time when a vaccine

apparently did not work we should

match the proper vaccine for the
proper wellfed animal.

,

